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CST55/CST56 Cinema Sound™ Series
JBL Loudspeaker Troubleshooting/Repair Tips

Most customers prefer to do simple loudspeaker repairs themselves. By following the steps below, a majority of loudspeakers can be returned to their original 
factory performance with minimum effort. Choose the example that best describes the problem you are experiencing.
Problem 1: No sound or distorted sound from one loudspeaker in a pair (or set)
Connect the dead/distorting loudspeaker to a different amplifier channel (one that had a functioning loudspeaker connected to it). If it functions normally, the 
problem is not loudspeaker-related. If the loudspeaker still makes no sound or sounds distorted, a wire may have become loose or disconnected, the network (also
known as a crossover) may be defective, the drivers (woofer, tweeter, etc.) may be defective or, in very rare cases, all may be defective.
Refer to the wiring diagram and exploded view below. The network is a small circuit board found on the inside of the terminal cup, or mounted to an inside wall of
the enclosure. It sends low-frequency sounds to the woofer, high-frequency sounds to the tweeter and, if applicable, mid-frequency sounds to the midrange driver.
Make sure all wires are secure and connected. Look for components on the network that look burnt, “bulged,” or abnormal. If everything looks normal, connect the
network to the drivers from another matching loudspeaker. MAKE SURE you attach the correct wires to each driver – mid- and low-frequency sounds can damage
the tweeter! If there is still no sound or distorted sound, the network is defective. If there is clean undistorted sound, the drivers are defective.
Problem 2: No sound or distorted sound from one or more (but not all) drivers in an enclosure
Remove the problem driver(s) from the enclosure and make sure all wires are secure and connected. If they are, proceed with the following test:
Woofer or midrange driver – Connect the driver’s + and – input terminals directly to the loudspeaker wires from your receiver/amplifier and play some music at 
a reasonable volume. If the driver now sounds normal (produces a clean, undistorted sound), the network is most likely defective.
Tweeter – Replace the tweeter with a functioning tweeter from another loudspeaker. If the tweeter now functions normally (produces clean, undistorted sound), 
the original tweeter is defective. If the replacement tweeter also sounds distorted or produces no sound, the network is most likely defective.
Problem 3: Loudspeakers distort, rattle or pop at higher volumes
This is usually NOT a loudspeaker problem. Common causes are too much power (playing the loudspeakers too loud and causing them to distort), an amplifier 
with not enough power (the amplifier can’t produce the required volume without distorting), excessive equalization (turning the tone controls too far clockwise,
and/or engaging the loudness/bass boost button on your receiver) or some combination of the above. If only one loudspeaker is exhibiting the problem, and you’re
confident that it’s not caused by too little power/too much power/excessive equalization, see solutions for Problems 1 and 2.

Note: A Phillips screwdriver and 3mm Allen wrench (hex key) are
required to service this product.

ITEM
.YTQNOITPIRCSED.ON TRAP.ON

1ELLIRGEAB0-85150-050-442  1
2 352-KM04016D189-E WOOFER/TWEETER SCREW 12
3 213-050-00531-0VAE WOOFER TRIM RING 2

2REFOOW "520WJ-RZE63RP314
1RETEEWT "4/370TD-JA91MD975
4PUC ELLIRGE-41100-BUR-8336
1ERUSOLCNE)ELAS ROF TON(7

8 (NOT FOR SALE) TOP CAP (NONREMOVABLE) 1
9 013-7600-05176-E CROSSOVER NETWORK 1

4WERCS KROWTENE-012D02040MA-25301
11 362-NYL-05051-0WAE NETWORK STANDOFF 4

1RELLIF NORCAD)ELAS ROF TON(21
1EBUT TROPEAV0-18050-SBA-94231

14A 354-GM16735-E BINDING POST (RED, RIGHT) 1
14B 354-GM16737-E BINDING POST (BLACK, LEFT) 1

2TUN DETALPE-63780MG-45351
16 353-08007143-E PILLAR FOR WIRE CONNECTOR (LEFT) 1
17 353-08007144-E PILLAR FOR WIRE CONNECTOR (RIGHT) 1
18 351-FM04006A1033-E SCREW (WIRE CONNECTOR) 2

ITEM
.YTQNOITPIRCSED.ON TRAP.ON

3TUNE-01350MA-75391
1ETALPEAB0-361500501058202
1ESABE-3610050-000-07212

22 213-050-05103-0VAE TRIM RING FOR BASE PLATE 1
3WERCS ESABE-2201B33050MH-15332
3REHSAWE-04011P-55342

25 320-RUB-05083-0BAE BOTTOM RUBBER BASE 1
1RELLIF NORCAD)ELAS ROF TON(62
1OGOL LBJEAV0-47150-UC-61372
1TEKSAG RETEEWTE-00510-AVE-33382
1LAUNAM S’RENWOE-23450-000-60492
1NOTRAC RETUOE-68450-000-20403
1DRAC YTNARRAWE-22150-000-50413

32 431-000-05572-E POLYFOAM, TOP PIECE 1
33 431-000-05576-E POLYFOAM, BTM RIGHT 1
34 431-000-05575-E POLYFOAM, BTM LEFT 1
35 431-000-05574-E POLYFOAM, CENTER RIGHT 1
36 431-000-05573-E POLYFOAM, CENTER LEFT 1

For parts (14A,B, 16, 17) replacement on serial numbers
 ME0626-10700 and below see tech tip JBLTT2009-03

  (serial number is at the rear of the loudspeaker)
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         TECH TIPS 
 


Troubleshooting tips and solutions to common service problems 
 
For model: CST55         TIP# JBLTT2009-03 
  
Issue:  
Replacing missing or broken CST55 Binding posts, serial number ME0626-10700 and below 


Solution:  
Early versions of the CST55 Binding posts are different than later versions; they are not interchangeable.  
Only the later version is stocked; they will not fit the female portion (pillars) in the earlier version. 
 
For CST55 units serial number ME0626-10700 and below: *   
 


• Order the following parts: 
 
(1) 354-GM16735-E Binding post (Red) 
(1) 354-GM16737-E Binding post (Black) 
(1) 353-08007143-E Pillar For Wire Connector (Left) 
(1) 353-08007144-E Pillar For Wire Connector (Right) 
 


• Replacement procedure: 
 
Unscrew and remove both red & black binding posts (if not missing already) 
 
Unscrew and remove the two round female “nuts” from the base with a 6mm allen wrench (hex key) 
 
Remove the CST55 front grille  
 
Lay the loudspeaker down on a flat padded surface driver side down and port tube facing up; the base will 
need to hang off the edge of a table 
 
Peel the rubberized pad away from bottom of the base in the area of the terminals; expose just enough for 
access. 
 
Remove the two Phillips screws holding each wire connector to each pillar.  Replace each pillar with the 
new parts 353-08007143-E and 353-08007144-E.  Replace the wire connectors and tighten the Phillips 
screws. 
 
Screw the two round female “nuts” back into the base. 
 
Re-apply the rubber pad to the base.  Normally, along with the weight of the speaker when standing, new 
additional adhesive will not be needed. 
 
Then the two new Binding posts can be inserted 354-GM16735-E; 354-GM16737-E  
 
 
* the serial number is at the rear of the loudspeaker on a small white label above the foilcal that says “CST55” 
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